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This paper reviews the most recent available literature relating to the electrochemical techniques and test procedures employed
to assess tribocorrosion behaviour of passive materials. Over the last few decades, interest in tribocorrosion studies has notably
increased, and several electrochemical techniques have been adapted to be applied on tribocorrosion research. Until 2016, the
only existing standard to study tribocorrosion and to determine the synergism between wear and corrosion was the ASTMG119. In
2016, the UNE 112086 standard was developed, based on a test protocol suggested by several authors to address the drawbacks of the
ASTMG119 standard. Current knowledge on tribocorrosion has been acquired by combining different electrochemical techniques.
This work compiles different test procedures and a combination of electrochemical techniques used by noteworthy researchers to
assess tribocorrosion behaviour of passivematerials. A brief insight is also provided into the electrochemical techniques and studies
made by tribocorrosion researchers.

1. Introduction

In accordance with the ASTM G 40 Standard [1], tribocor-
rosion can be defined as a synergetic process involving the
simultaneous action of contact between surfaces in relative
motion with the chemical reactions in the environment,
where each process is affected by the action of the other and,
in many cases, accelerated.

The first steps in the field of tribocorrosion date back
to 1875, when Edison observed alterations in the coeffi-
cient of friction with different applied potentials [2]. The
effect of surface chemistry on the mechanical response of
materials has been investigated since the beginning of the
twentieth century [3]. Between the late 1970s and early
1980s, the effect of wear on corrosion was studied by several
researchers in different industrial application systems, i.e.,
abrasion-corrosion, erosion-corrosion, or sliding-corrosion
[4]. But it was not until the 1990s that tribocorrosion
mechanisms in sliding contact were proposed by Mischler
et al. (1993) [5] and Madsen (1994) in a standard form
[6].

Tribocorrosion encompasses several industrial sectors,
e.g., material processing, energy conversion, transportation,
oil and gas exploration, medical and dental implants, surgical
devices, among others [2, 7, 8]. Due to its impact on daily
life and potential economic benefits, interest in the study of
tribocorrosion phenomenon has increased over the last few
decades [3, 9, 10]. As a consequence, several electrochemical
techniques have been adapted to be applied to tribocorrosion
research. Thus, crucial improvements in the study of tribo-
corrosion have been achieved through a better interpretation
of triboelectrochemical results [7, 11].

Despite growing interest and the enhancement of elec-
trochemical techniques, standardized testing methodology
for tribocorrosion evaluation has only been made available
recently. Prior to 2016, the only existing standard was the
ASTM G119 [6], which describes a method to determine
the synergism between wear and corrosion. However, this
standard has drawn criticism from several authors who
developed different approaches to study the tribocorrosion
behaviour of passive materials [3, 12, 13]. In 2016, a new
standard (UNE 112086 [14]) was published, with a different
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test protocol to address the drawbacks of the older standard.
The ASTM standard involves wear testing under anodic and
cathodic polarization, whereas the new standard approach
involves wear tests at open circuit potential.

Up to now, knowledge acquired on tribocorrosion has
been achieved by performing and combining different elec-
trochemical techniques before, during, and after the wear
process, to evaluate the influence of wear on corrosion,
and vice versa. This work has compiled the combination of
electrochemical techniques used by noteworthy researchers
to assess tribocorrosion behaviour of passive materials and
coatings in sliding contacts and divided them into different
test procedures.

2. Tribocorrosion: Description
and Background

2.1. Tribocorrosion. Tribocorrosion can be defined as the
irreversible transformation of materials resulting from the
simultaneous action of mechanical loading (e.g., friction,
erosion, abrasion) and chemical/electrochemical interactions
with the surrounding environment, i.e., corrosion attack. In
other words, it is the interaction of chemical, electrochemical,
and tribological factors in materials in mechanical contact
with each other, under relativemotion in a corrosive environ-
ment. It combines two major scientific areas, i.e., tribology
and corrosion. The former comprises the study of friction,
wear, and lubrication, whereas the latter is related to the
chemical aspects of material degradation [2–5, 7, 8, 10–13, 15,
16].

Tribocorrosion involves a synergism between wear and
corrosion, since the degradation caused by the combined
action of mechanical and electrochemical processes is larger
than the sum of each of them acting separately [2–8, 10–13, 15,
16]. This synergism can be either beneficial or detrimental,
depending on the surface reactions that take place in the
tribological contact [2, 7]. The reaction products formed on
the surface can protect the surface by forming self-lubricating
layers, or accelerating thematerial degradation by third-body
effect, for instance [2, 7–9, 17–20].

Degradation of material due to tribocorrosionmay occur
under a variety of wear mechanisms (erosion, abrasion,
microabrasion, fatigue, fretting, sliding wear, etc.) interacting
with corrosion. Furthermore, contacts between surfaces in
tribocorrosion can be both two-body or three-body contacts,
and there are different contactmodes such as sliding, fretting,
rolling, impact, etc. The relative motion between surfaces
can be either unidirectional or reciprocating [2, 3, 7, 8, 10,
16].

2.2. Tribocorrosion Test Apparatus. For tribocorrosion, the
test equipment shall allow monitoring and control of both
mechanical and electrochemical parameters. The apparatus
used to measure tribological properties is named tribometer.
A tribometer creates relative motion, either unidirectional
(rotatory) or bidirectional (reciprocating), rubbing two sur-
faces against each other. On the other hand, electrochemical
cells are used to record and control the electrochemical

parameters. These cells are usually composed of three elec-
trodes: a reference electrode, a counterelectrode, and the
working electrode. The reference electrode has a stable, well-
defined potential, and it is used to register the potential of
the working electrode, i.e., the test sample. Typical reference
electrodes are Saturated Camomel Electrodes (SCE) and
Silver/Silver Chloride electrodes (Ag/AgCl).The counterelec-
trode is used to measure or control the current and is usually
made of inert materials such as platinum, gold, or graphite.
The electrodes are connected to a potentiostat to register the
potential between the reference electrode and the working
electrode, or the current between the counterelectrode and
the working electrode. A typical tribocorrosion test setup
is schematically shown in Figure 1, for a unidirectional
tribometer under a ball-on-disc configuration.

There is no standardized test apparatus for tribocorrosion
tests, which makes the interlaboratory comparability difficult
for results [2]. Generally, existing tribometers are modified
to incorporate the electrochemical cell. The electrochemical
cells and all parts of the tribometer in contact with the
sample or the test solution, e.g., the counter-body holder,
are usually made of insulating materials such as nylon or
Teflon, to provide adequate insulation for current leakages.
Furthermore, the electrochemical cell must be designed so as
to avoid any electrolyte leakage.

Finally, the test conditions should be selected to be as
close to real conditions as possible. The contact geometry
determines the contact area, and some factors such as the
normal load and the sliding velocity are critical aspects, since
they determine the depassivation rate of the system [7].

2.3. Historical Background. The earliest studies in the passi-
vation phenomenon were performed using acidic solutions
(e.g., sulphuric acid), and they were focused on understand-
ing the formation of the passive film and its behaviour under
corrosion-wear solicitations [16, 21–23]. The electrolyte and
materials used in tribocorrosion tests were reasonably well-
adapted to the technological interests, so saline solutions
began to be used more in order to reproduce industrial
applications [24–28] and thus predict the useful life of com-
ponents more accurately. Remarkable developments in the
marine industry have also promoted tribocorrosion studies
in synthetic seawater in later years [29–34]. On the other
hand, developing coatings with enhanced wear and corrosion
properties has also aroused interest, and a great number
of tribocorrosion studies have taken place over the last
decade to evaluate the performance of coatings produced by
different depositing techniques (HVOF, PVD, etc.) [27, 35–
37]. Finally, the increasing impact and growing interest of
biomedicine over the last decade have led to a great number
of studies involving biomedical alloys used in orthopaedic
and dental implants [2, 38–40], which are subjected to both
corrosion and wear as a result of human activity. Biomedical
materials such as the CoCrMo [41–43] alloy or titanium
alloys [44–46] have been widely studied in simulated body
fluids (SBF), e.g., artificial saliva, NaCl solutions, phosphate
buffer saline (PBS) solutions, or foetal bovine serum (FBS)
solutions.
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Figure 1: Schematic of a unidirectional tribocorrosion ball-on-disc experimental setup.

2.4. Tribocorrosion Test Procedures. The test procedures
employed to assess tribocorrosion behaviour of passivemate-
rials involve performing and combining different electro-
chemical techniques. In general, tribocorrosion tests consist
of analysing the electrochemical behaviour of surfaces before
and during the tribological process, in order to evaluate
how wear influences the electrochemical response of mate-
rials exposed to specific corrosive media, under determined
mechanical conditions. The most widely used electrochemi-
cal techniques in tribocorrosion evaluation are potentiody-
namic and potentiostatic tests, electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS), open circuit potential registration (OCP),
and electrochemical noise (EN) analysis.

The following sections explain how the electrochemical
techniques used in tribocorrosion studies are combined.
The sections have been divided into tests under controlled
potential and tests under open circuit conditions. The dif-
ferent electrochemical techniques and their usefulness are
described, and studies performed in tribocorrosion fields
and relevant findings are included at the end of each sec-
tion. The following section collects the current standardized
tribocorrosion test procedures. The last sections provide
a brief insight into the different approaches and models
for tribocorrosion phenomenon proposed over the last few
decades plus future perspectives.

3. Tribocorrosion Tests
under Controlled Potential

3.1. Potentiodynamic Polarization Tests. The potentiody-
namic polarization technique is one of the most widely used
test methods to evaluate corrosion. It consists of putting a
potential between the reference and working electrodes, in
a potential difference range from the cathodic to the anodic
domain at a constant sweep rate, while registering the current

being produced. In these tests, the current represents the
rate of the anodic or cathodic reactions that are taking place
on the working electrode surface, i.e., the studied metal
exposed to the corrosive electrolyte. The registered current
is typically expressed in terms of current per unit area of
the working electrode, that is, the current density [47]. This
technique provides information about the different corrosion
processes taking place on the surface of a metal, such as
pitting occurrence susceptibility, passive layer formation, and
the cathodic behaviour of an electrochemical system. It is the
most useful method to evaluate the active/passive behaviour
of the materials at different potentials and to determine the
kinetics of ongoing reactions, i.e., the corrosion rate [10, 20,
48].

Performing potentiodynamic polarization tests during
wear experiments can be used to evaluate the effect of wear on
the electrochemical reactions on the surface of the working
electrode, as a function of the potential applied, while being
rubbed against an insulating body. Therefore, it is a quick
and useful tool to detect the possible effects of friction on
the electrochemical kinetics of the system, and vice versa
[11, 49]. As a first approach, the current registered during
potentiodynamic polarization in a material subjected to a
sliding process is the sum of two components, namely, the
currents of the worn and unworn areas. Furthermore, the
coefficient of friction usually varies with applied potential
during a potentiodynamic scan, due to the electrochemical
changes taking place in the surface state of the material in the
tribological contact [3, 50].

Figure 2(a) shows an example of a polarization curve
obtained for a Monel K500 alloy in artificial seawater under
corrosion-only and tribocorrosion (wear and corrosion)
conditions. It can be clearly seen that, under tribocorrosion
conditions, the corrosion potential is shifted tomore cathodic
potentials, and the corrosion current density is increased
by two orders of magnitude [29]. Furthermore, there is a
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Figure 2: (a) Polarization curves of a Monel K500 alloy in artificial seawater obtained in corrosion-only and tribocorrosion conditions. (b)
Polarization curve ofMonel K500 alloy in artificial seawater and evolution of coefficient of friction obtained duringmeasuring.The corrosion
potential under tribocorrosion conditions is shifted to more cathodic potentials, and the corrosion current density increases by two orders of
magnitude. The coefficient of friction decreases with higher anodic potentials as a consequence of the presence of oxide film on the surface
[29].

correlation between the coefficient of friction and the current
density arising from the polarization imposed (Figure 2(b)).
In this case, the coefficient of friction decreases at higher
anodic potentials, as a consequence of oxide films forming
on the surface [29]. Thus, the potentiodynamic polarization
technique performed with and in the absence of sliding
provides interesting information on both the effect of wear on
corrosion and the influence of corrosion on wear behaviour.

3.2. Potentiostatic Polarization Tests. Electrochemical polar-
ization is used to simulate the oxidizing action of a corrosive
environment. This technique consists of imposing a fixed
potential between the reference and the working electrodes.
The current is measured as a function of time, to evaluate the
evolution of electrochemical kinetics of reactions occurring
on the electrode surface [11].Thepotential value being applied
determines the dominant electrochemical reactions taking
place. The polarization curve of passive materials can be
divided into three regions:

(i) Active region, where the metal dissolves directly in
contact with the solution

(ii) Passive region, where a protective passive film of few
nanometres is grown on the surface, protecting the
bare material from dissolution

(iii) Transpassive region, at high anodic potentials, where
the current increases sharply with potential, as a
consequence of the nonstable state of the oxide layer
and the breakdown of this film.

These three regions are clearly observed in the polarization
curve represented in Figure 3, with icorr the corrosion current
density, Ecorr the corrosion potential, ip the current density
in the passive state, and Epit the potential at which pitting
processes begin in the passive layer.
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Figure 3: Typical Polarization curve of a passive material showing
the active, passive, and transpassive regions.

Imposing a fixed potential on rubbing surfaces gives
information on the potential effect on the wear behaviour
[7]. The current registered during rubbing mainly flows
through the wear track area, which constitutes a very small
area compared to the complete metal surface exposed to
the electrolyte [11]. The measured current value corresponds
to the sum of the anodic and cathodic currents, due to all
electrochemical reactions occurring on the exposed surface.
It is thus possible to simulate different corrosion conditions
by imposing appropriate potentials [7, 11, 49]. At cathodic
potentials, the corrosion is inhibited, and the material loss
after the tribocorrosion tests is attributed to pure mechanical
wear. On the contrary, at anodic or passive potentials,
the metal is covered by an oxide film whose thickness is
controlled by the applied potential. This layer reduces the
dissolution rate of the metal to negligible values and affects
the friction response of the material.
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Figure 4: Current transients and coefficients of friction (COF) recorded before, during, and after sliding wear test at fixed potentials for an
AISI 304 stainless steel in 0.5M NaCl solution: (a) -320 mV and -200 mV; (b) -50 mV and 70 mV. Removing the passive layer generates an
increase in the current transient, with higher shifts at higher applied potentials. The coefficient of friction also varies with applied potential
[24].

During sliding, the registered anodic current increases as
a consequence of the local damage or removal of the passive
layer exposing the basematerial surface to the electrolyte and,
thus, to an active dissolution [3].

The evolution of current transient and coefficient of
friction during slidingwear tests at different fixed potentials is
shown in Figure 4, for a AISI 304 stainless steel in 0.5MNaCl
solution [24]. Sliding results in a shift of current transient
towards more positive values as a consequence of removing
the passive layer, and this shift becomes higher as greater
potential is applied.Moreover, the coefficient of friction value
is also variable depending on the potential.

Additionally, this technique can also quantify the metal
dissolution rate, i.e., the corrosion rate, from the corrosion
current density (icorr) registered using Faraday’s law [4, 7, 11,
13, 21, 22, 48]:

V𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 =
𝑖𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟.𝑀

𝑛.𝐹
(1)

where V𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 is the corrosion rate, 𝑀 the atomic mass, 𝑛 the
number of electrons taking part in the process, and 𝐹 the
Faraday constant (96500 coulomb per electron mol). More
details on calculating corrosion rates from electrochemical
measurements can be found in the ASTMG102 [51] Standard.

3.3. Combination of Potentiodynamic and Potentiostatic Polar-
ization Techniques to Assess Tribocorrosion. A wide number
of researchers have combined polarization techniques for
tribocorrosion evaluation of different passive materials in a
wide variety of solutions. The polarization curves obtained
from the potentiodynamic scan provide information on the
electrochemical state of the material in a specific electrolyte
at the different potential ranges. From the curves obtained
in these tests, different potentials can be selected, namely,
cathodic or passive potentials, to perform the potentio-
static tests under wear conditions. Some authors have also

performed sliding wear tests at open circuit potential in
combination with these two techniques, in order to acquire
information on the potential evolution with sliding and
evolution of the friction coefficient under free conditions.
This technique is explained in more detail in the following
section.

Former studies in the tribocorrosion field consisted of
analysing the passivation phenomenon. As a first approach,
understanding the formation of the passive film and its
behaviour under corrosion-wear solicitations was the main
interest. In the following studies, the influence of different
chemical and tribological parameters on the tribocorrosion
response was assessed, i.e., the effect of potential, velocity and
normal load, or the test solution. Some studies performed by
combining these two techniques over the last few decades and
their major findings are detailed below.

3.3.1. Study of Passivation Phenomenon in Tribocorrosion.
Understanding passivation drew attention from a great num-
ber of researchers in the tribocorrosion field from the outset.
P. Jeremy et al. (2000) [23] studied the influence of passivation
on tribocorrosion for an iron-chromium (AISI 430) alloy
in sulphuric acid by measuring the current during rubbing
under applied cathodic potential. They modelled the shape
of the current transient considering the ohmic effects and
the film growth kinetics and demonstrated that the repas-
sivation kinetics determined the chemical metal removal
rate under tribocorrosion conditions. A similar deduction
was made by Mischler et al. (2001) [22] for a 34CrNiMo6
carbon steel in different aqueous solutions (NaOH and borate
buffer solutions). They observed that passivity determined
chemical degradation of both the metal and the detached
metal wear particles and also played a crucial role in the
mechanical properties of the metal surface. In 2001, Mis-
chler and Ponthiaux [16] confirmed the reproducibility and
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Figure 5: Effect of potential on the coefficient of friction and current during sliding (left) and on the wear track volume for a 316L steel
in H2SO4 at cathodic (-1.5V) and passive (0V) potentials. The current values recorded are higher and the coefficient of friction is lower for
passive potentials. The material loss at passive potentials is considerably higher due to wear-accelerated corrosion [55].

compatibility of tribocorrosion experiments analysing the
electrochemical and tribological response of the AISI 316
alloy in sulphuric acid in seven different laboratories. They
observed identical trends in the tribocorrosion behaviour
of the alloy, an increase in passive current during rubbing,
which they found to be proportional to the extent of the
wear. For the same material/electrolyte system, Garćıa et al.
(2001) [52] also observed sliding to cause both a potential
shift to more anodic values in the polarization curves and
an increase in the current values in the potentiostatic tests.
They proposed the concept of active wear track to describe
the depassivation-repassivation processes taking place in the
contact and demonstrated that there was no need to calculate
the real wear contact area. They asserted that it was possible
to determine this active area by electrochemical means, using
the anodic current registered during sliding corrosion-wear
tests under applied potential.

3.3.2. Influence of the Electrochemical Potential, Solution
Chemistry, and Sliding Velocity andNormal Load onWear and
Wear-Accelerated Corrosion. Independently of the material
and solution studied, the applied potential has been found
to have an important effect on wear and wear-accelerated
corrosion, as a consequence of the electrochemical state
of the surface, i.e., free of oxides at cathodic potentials or
covered by an oxide film in the passive domain. Stemp et
al. (2003) [21] investigated the effect of contact configuration

and observed that the metal loss rate was governed by the
rate of mechanical depassivation. The repassivation rate, in
turn, was found to be critically affected by sliding velocity
and by the behaviour of the material in the wear track, which
depended on the applied potential [53]. Barril et al. (2005)
[54] and Favero et al. (2006) [55] observed that the extent of
wear was profoundly affected by the applied potential, with
higher material losses due to wear-accelerated corrosion at
potentials above the corrosion potential (Figure 5). Similar
observations were made for different material/electrolyte
systems, by other researchers [29, 56]. Bidiville et al. (2007)
[57] continued the study of Favero [55], and they further
observed that the presence of a passive filmaffected the plastic
deformation and the wear track behaviour. The metal under
cathodic potential, free of oxides, was rapidly work-hardened
under the applied load, and the plastic deformation resulted
in limited wear. Furthermore, the wear rate was greater under
passive potential due to subsurface cracking and limited
plastic flow as a consequence of the passive film. Therefore,
the wear rate and friction of materials can be controlled with
the use of the right electrochemical potential, which could be
a useful tool in industrial applications to reduce friction in
certain components, as confirmed by Ismail et al. (2009) [58].

On the other hand, several studies have shown that the
tribocorrosion rate also depends on the chemistry of the test
solution. Espallargas and Mischler (2010) [59] investigated
the passivation of an overlay-welded Ni-Cr 625 alloy in
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Figure 6: Total volume loss for an overlay-welded Ni-Cr 625 alloy
under 15N at different applied potentials in sulphuric acid (IS)
and nitric acid (IN) solutions. The material loss in IS at cathodic
potentials is considerably smaller than at passive potentials, whereas
this effect is less pronounced in IN, where the wear rate increases
steadily with applied potential [59].

sulphuric and nitric acids, at different potentials (Figure 6).
The tribocorrosion damage in sulphuric acid was observed to
be less under cathodic conditions, and no effect of potential
in the passive region was found. In nitric acid, however,
similar wear was observed in passive and cathodic potentials.
This was attributed to the oxidizing action of nitrate ions
that helped form an oxide film layer even under cathodic
polarization, which was found to cause wear. Muñoz and
Julián (2010) [48] studied the corrosion resistance of the
CoCrMo alloy in NaCl and a bovine serum (BS) solution
under potentiostatic control at different applied potentials.
They observed that the tribocorrosion rate depended on
both the applied potential and solution chemistry. Wear
was almost negligible at cathodic potentials and increased
critically with increasing potentials, and the properties of
the passive film were different depending on the solution
chemistry, thus modifying the tribocorrosion behaviour of
the alloy. Chen and Yan (2012) [31] performed tribocorrosion
tests on Ti-6Al-4V and Monel K500 alloys against a 316
stainless steel in artificial seawater and distilled water. They
found that the coefficient of friction was lower in seawater,
as a consequence of the increase in surface roughness due
to higher corrosion, which led to a reduction in the contact
area. Golvano et al. (2015) [60] evaluated the effect of fluoride
content and solution pH on the corrosion and tribocorrosion
behaviour of titanium alloys in artificial saliva. The increase
in fluoride content and the acidification of the saliva were
found to have a negative effect on corrosion resistance of the
alloys.

In addition to electrochemical potential and solution
chemistry, tribological conditions such as sliding velocity or
applied normal load also affect the tribocorrosion behaviour
of materials. Radice and Mischler (2006) [61] found that the
wear rate increased with increasing load and electrochem-
ically applied potential. Sun and Rana (2011) [24] reported
that the cathodic shift in the potential due to the sliding
was greater with higher sliding speeds and contact loads.
Dahm (2007) [62] observed that the corrosion current did

not depend linearly on the wear scar area, and the elec-
trochemical contribution increased with increasing sliding
distance. Therefore, the wear-corrosion synergies were not
a fixed proportion of the total wear. Yue et al. (2014) [30]
analysed the influence of microstructure evolution on the
tribocorrosion behaviour of a stainless steel, and the strain-
induced microstructure changes occurring during sliding
were found to affect the synergistic degree of wear and
corrosion.

3.3.3. Bio-Tribocorrosion. Interest in studying tribocorrosion
in the biomedical field has increased over the last fewdecades.
The major bio-tribocorrosion areas are orthopaedic science
and dentistry. In both cases, the main goal is to develop or
select a biocompatible material that can resist both wear and
corrosion conditions for the human body, assuring certain
durability with the lowest metal ion release. However, the
study of bio-tribocorrosion is quite complicated, since it
involves the composition of human fluids containing bacte-
ria, proteins, and so on, leading to a more complex system
with several influencing parameters.

As mentioned in the previous section, the electrode
potential can affect the wear rate of materials in tribocor-
rosion systems. This effect has also been observed in bio-
tribocorrosion studies, where the metal ion release under
wear-corrosion conditions of the human body critically
depends on the electrode potential, as confirmed by Espal-
largas et al. (2015) [63]. On the other hand, the proteins
present in human body fluids have been found to have a
beneficial effect on the tribocorrosion response for biomed-
ical materials. These proteins have been found to form a
biofilm on the alloy surface, composed of inorganic graphitic
carbon, which acts as a boundary lubricant [64]. However,
high applied potentials and normal loads can inhibit the
lubricating ability of the proteins, as observed in several
studies such as Liau et al. [64], Hiromoto andMischler (2006)
[65], Mathew et al. (2011) [66], or Sadiq et al. (2015) [67].
As reported by Runa et al. (2013) [68], the effect of proteins
can be either favourable or undesired, depending on the
characteristics of the passive film formed at different applied
potentials under mechanical exposure.

4. Tribocorrosion Tests at Open
Circuit Potential

Theopen circuit potential (OCP) is the spontaneous potential
established between theworking and the reference electrodes,
at which anodic and cathodic reactions take place in an
electrochemical system. This parameter does not give infor-
mation on electrochemical reaction kinetics but indicates
whether a material is noble or active in a determined elec-
trolyte. Tribocorrosion tests at open circuit potential consist
of performing sliding wear on a material immersed in a
specific electrolyte, without imposing any anodic or cathodic
potential [3, 11, 20].There are threemain techniques used in a
wear tests at open circuit potential: OCPmonitoringwith and
without wear, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
measurements, and electrochemical noise (EN) technique.
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4.1. Open Circuit Potential Monitoring. The open circuit
potential monitoring is the simplest electrochemical method
for corrosion evaluation, although it does not provide quan-
titative information on the interaction between wear and cor-
rosion. To study the effect of wear, the potential is monitored
before, during and after the sliding. Before the sliding test, the
samples are immersed in the electrolyte until a steady state
is achieved. Several authors have performed experiments
with an hour of stabilisation [3, 10, 11, 20]. However, the
stabilisation period depends on the material and electrolyte
used and should be selected considering the system being
studied. The potential evolution registered during the stabil-
isation period provides information on the electrochemical
reactivity of the material in the test solution. An increase
in the potential with immersion time reaching stable values
after several minutes of immersion indicates the formation
of a passive oxide layer on the surface. This layer of a few
nanometres protects the material underlying from corrosion.
This phenomenon is known as passivation [3, 10, 11, 20].
On the other hand, a decrease of potential with immersion
time suggests that general corrosion has occurred. Finally,
short-term potential fluctuations are attributed to localized
corrosion processes such as pitting. These fluctuations are a
consequence of the successive breakage of the passive layer
and subsequent growth of the film in the affected zone [10, 12,
38]. The reaction time can be calculated using the potential
evolution curvemeaning the time needed upon immersion to
reach a stable potential for the tested material in the selected
media [3, 10, 11, 20].

Measuring potential during sliding can also provide
information on the evolution of surface state when the mate-
rial is subjected to wear-corrosion conditions. Once sliding
begins, the potential has been observed to shift towards more
negative values, indicating the initiation of electrochemical
activity. Change in potential is a consequence of removing
the passive layer in the tribological contact, thus exposing the
bare material to corrosion. During wear, galvanic coupling
between the active worn area and passive unworn area is
generated [3, 10, 11, 20]. According to Ponthiaux et al. [20],
there are four parameters that affect the corrosion potential
during rubbing:

(i) The intrinsic corrosion potentials of the unworn and
worn surfaces where the electrochemical state of the
worn surface is disturbed by the removal of the
passive layer and the mechanical strain caused by
sliding

(ii) The ratio between worn and unworn surface areas
(iii) The relative position between worn and unworn areas
(iv) The mechanisms and kinetics of the anodic and

cathodic reactions involved in the worn and unworn
areas.

After sliding, the potential usually tends to increase again
reaching values close to presliding figures, as a consequence
of the reformation of the passive layer in the depassivated
area. The potential restoration process gives information on
the material’s ability to recover after sliding, which is known
as repassivation.

Figure 7: Evolution of the open circuit potential before, during,
and after sliding wear test for a Ti6Al4V alloy with different DLC
coatings in PBS solution. Sliding removes the passive layer on the
surface, leading to a decrease in the potential value. At the end of
sliding, the material is repassivated, and the potential increases to
reach values close to those before sliding [69].

The shift in potential due to the action of wear can be
clearly observed in Figure 7, for a Ti6Al4V alloy with several
DLC (Diamond Like Carbon) coatings in Phosphate Buffered
Solution (PBS) [69]. As soon as the countermaterial begins to
slide against the test materials, a depassivated area is created
in the surface leading to a decrease of potential due to the
galvanic couple generated between the worn and unworn
surfaces. Once sliding ends, the potential increases again to
reach potential values close to those before wear process, as a
consequence of the repassivation of the surface.

4.2. Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy. The electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) technique consists of
exciting the system using an AC potential or small amplitude
current sinusoidal signal over a wide range of frequencies
and measuring the current or potential response obtained.
This technique is usually performed at free potential, with
the requirement that thematerial should be electrochemically
stable, in terms of the open circuit potential. Therefore, a
small amplitude, usually 5-10 mV, is employed to maintain
the system in a (quasi)equilibrium state. As a consequence,
the system can be evaluated without imposing significant
perturbations. The impedance spectrums are obtained by
plotting the electrochemical impedance, i.e., the potential
and current ratio, over the frequency range being studied.
The spectrums are then modelled using equivalent elec-
tric circuits that combine passive electric elements such as
resistors, inductors, and capacitors. Combining the elements
reproduces the electrochemical behaviour of the electrode
surface. Information on the elementary steps occurring in
the electrochemical reactions and their kinetics can also be
obtained from the impedance diagrams [3, 10, 20, 70–72].

One of the diagrams used to represent impedance data is
the so-called Nyquist plot, where the imaginary impedance,
indicative of capacitive response, is represented versus the
real impedance, which indicates a resistive response. Figure 8
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Figure 8: Nyquist plots for impedance data and equivalent circuits used to fill each curve for a metal or alloy (a) without any coating, (b)
without a coating showing diffusion of reactants, and (c) with a passive oxide layer or a porous coating on the surface.

shows typical Nyquist diagrams, together with the electro-
chemical equivalent circuit used in each curve to fit the
impedance data. Figure 8(a) represents a bare metal without
any coating, (b) shows the response of a metal or alloy with
mixed activation and diffusion control, and (c) is the case
of a metal with a protective oxide layer or a porous coating
on the surface. In the equivalent circuits, Rs represents
the solution resistance, CPE is the constant phase element
representing the capacitive properties of the electrolyte/metal
interface, and Rct is the charge transfer resistance in the
electrolyte/metal interface, which determines the kinetics of
the reaction. The Warburg impedance (W) in Figure 8(b)
indicates the occurrence of reactant diffusion to the cor-
roding surface, as a consequence of reactant concentration
gradients in the solution. In the last circuit (Figure 8(c)),
CPE1 corresponds to the capacitance of the coating, whereas
CPE2 is the capacitive properties of the electrolyte/metal
interface. Finally, Rpore is the resistance of the paths generated
in the coating, i.e., the resistance in the pores.

This technique can be used to study the role of
intermediate species adsorbed in the surface, the properties
of the passive films generated, and also the changes in
the metal/electrolyte interface. The high frequency loop
is associated with the charge transfer taking place in the

interface, whereas the low frequency loop is attributed to
diffusion of dissolved oxygen from the electrolyte to the
metal/electrolyte interface [20, 48].

By performing impedance measurements during slid-
ing, it is possible to study the influence of wear on the
elementary processes involved in the corrosion mechanism.
Analysing the changes in the impedance diagrams with
sliding parameters, i.e., normal force or sliding speed, it
is possible to develop a model taking into account the
effects of sliding in the corrosion mechanism [10, 50]. On
the other hand, the EIS measurements after sliding provide
information on the recovery of the material in post-wear
damage. The approximate value of corrosion current (𝐼𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟)
or passivation current (𝐼𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠) of a metal or alloy can be
determined from the polarization resistance (𝑅𝑝). This value
is obtained from the impedance diagrams. EIS is the most
accurate technique among the different methods available to
measure the polarization resistance [10].

The effect of wear on corrosion can be observed in the
Nyquist and Bode plots in Figure 9.The results correspond to
EIS measurements performed before and during sliding of a
TaN-coated and uncoated titanium alloy in PBS solution [73].
The electrochemical datawas fittedwith the so-calledRandles
equivalent circuit.
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Figure 9: Nyquist and Bode plots of the EIS measurements performed before (a,c,d) and during (b,d,f) sliding process, for a titanium alloy
and a TaN-coated titanium alloy in PBS solution. A decrease in the resistance is observed due to wear processes in both titanium and TaN
coatings, but the resistance of the coatings was an order of magnitude higher than for the uncoated alloy [73].

4.3. Combination of Open Circuit Potential Monitoring and
Impedance Measurements. Due to its simplicity, the combi-
nation of OCP monitoring and EIS measurements has been
widely used in tribocorrosion studies. These tests usually
consist of monitoring the potential until a steady state is
reached, and registering the potential response during the
wear test, and several minutes after the end of wear to
study the depassivation and repassivation phenomena.These
measurements are combined with EIS measurements before,
during, or after sliding, to evaluate the effect of wear on the
corrosion response of the system.

By combining OCP and EIS measurements, M. Azzi
and J.A. Szpunar (2007) [39] observed that the nitriding
process applied on a titanium alloy enhanced the corrosion
resistance of the alloy. R. Bayón et al. (2009) [74] compared
the tribocorrosion response of different Cr/CrN multilayer
coatings in NaCl solution and observed the influence of the
layers’ thickness on the wear-corrosion behaviour. R. Bayón

et al. (2015) [69] studied the enhancement on corrosion
and tribocorrosion performance of different Ti-DLC coatings
deposited on Ti6Al4V biomedical alloy in simulated body
fluids.M.J. Runa et al. (2015) [75] evaluated the role of organic
materials (osteoblastic cells) on the bio-tribocorrosion per-
formance of a Ti6Al4V alloy in simulated body fluids and
observed that the layer formed by the osteoblastic cells
improved the wear and corrosion performance of the alloy.
V. Saenz de Viteri et al. (2016) [76] analysed the tribocor-
rosion behaviour of TiO2 coatings containing osseointegra-
tion enhancing (calcium and phosphorous) and antibacte-
rial (iodine) elements generated by plasma electrooxidation
(PEO) technique and observed an improved wear resistance
for one of the developed coatings (Figure 10).

Several researchers have also combined potentiodynamic
polarization techniques with open circuit potential and
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy measurements. N.
Papageorgiou et al. (2014) [77] analysed the tribocorrosion
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Figure 10: Potential shift towards more negative values due to a sliding process for a Ti6Al4V alloy with and without TiO2 coatings
generated by PEO technique in PBS solution (left) and impedance spectroscopy measurements obtained before and after sliding (right). The
electrochemical state of the TiO2 coating surface was not highly affected by sliding, and no influence of sliding on the corrosion resistance of
either sample was observed [76].

performance of NiCrMo625 alloy in NaCl aqueous solution
and proposed a triboelectrochemical model that proved the
presence of debris particles. R. Alemón et al. (2015) [78]
investigated the improvement of ion release of a CoCrMo
alloy by a TiAlVCN/CNx multilayer coating. M. Fazel et al.
(2015) [79] observed an enhancement in the corrosion and
tribocorrosion behaviour of titanium alloys treated bymicro-
arc oxidation process.

Finally, the literature also includes tribocorrosion assess-
ment studies by just performing open circuit potential
measurements before, during, and after sliding. S. Rossi et
al. (1999) [80] compared the wear-corrosion behaviour of
(Ti,Cr)N and Ti/TiN PVD coatings in sodium chloride solu-
tion. S.A. Alves et al. (2015) [81] investigated the response of
titanium oxide films with different compositions to enhance
the tribocorrosion behaviour of a titanium biomedical alloy.
M.Buciumeanu et al. (2016) [82] studied the tribocorrosion
behaviour of hot pressed CoCrMo biomedical alloy in arti-
ficial saliva and found the processing conditions to play a
relevant role on the tribocorrosion response of the alloy.

4.4. Electrochemical Noise Analysis. Electrochemical noise
(EN) can be defined as the spontaneous potential and current
fluctuations taking place in a metal exposed to an aggressive
medium. Most corrosion processes in metals are electro-
chemical and, thus, are likely to generate electrochemical
noise.Theuse of the electrochemical noise technique to assess
corrosion as an in situ nondestructive technique dates back

to the late 70s and early 80s [40, 83, 84]. Electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy and electrochemical noise tech-
nique are commonly used when the information obtained
from direct current (DC) techniques is not enough to
characterise the system. In other words, when the corrosion
process takes place in a series of stages, other techniques such
as potentiodynamic polarization just provide information on
the corrosion rate of the controlling reaction, which is not
enough to understand the mechanism of the reaction taking
place [83].

The previously explained electrochemical techniques,
i.e., potentiodynamic polarization, potentiostatic tests and
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, require an external
potential source to perturb the system, by either accelerating
or inhibiting the corrosion kinetics. The main advantage of
the electrochemical noise technique is that the corrosive sys-
tem is not disturbed externally by the measurement process,
so the system is kept in the natural corrosion potential. Thus,
it allows potential and current fluctuations to be registered
simultaneously, so it is possible to obtain information on
the thermodynamics from the potential noise and kinetics
information from the current noise. EN measurements allow
the early stages of localized corrosion to be detected and
studied and can isolate the individual events related to film
breakdown in the sliding zone [10, 40, 85, 86].

The electrochemical noise is a low frequency (<10 Hz)
potential or current fluctuation of small amplitude, originat-
ing from the variation of electrochemical reaction rates in a
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Figure 11: Schematic setup configuration for potential and current noise registration using: (a) two nominally identical electrodes and (b)
asymmetrical electrodes.

corrosion process. There are several noise sources in corro-
sion [40, 85, 86]: atoms exchange kinetics in the electrode
surface, the formation and release of bubbles on the surface,
mechanical effects, formation of pits, transport fluctuations,
temperature variations, variations on the solution resistance
due to concentration gradients derived from the corrosion
process, or the appearance of events controlled by nucleation,
among others.

There are three main experimental configurations for
simultaneous registration of potential and current signals.
The configuration that has been most widely used in tribo-
corrosion assessment is schematically shown in Figure 11(a).
It consists of using two working electrodes made of the
same material (WE1, WE2). CE and RE are the counterelec-
trode and reference electrode, respectively. It is necessary
to connect the two working electrodes through a Zero
Resistance Ammeter (ZRA), which can measure the current
while maintaining both working electrodes at a negligible
potential difference. Two electrodes coupled through a ZRA
will basically behave as a single electrode. The registered
current signal corresponds to the current flowing between
the two working electrodes, whereas the potential measured
is the potential difference between both working electrodes
and the reference electrode [84–87].

The local potential variations of each working electrode
generate small variations in themixed potential of the system.
Therefore, the working electrodes must be nominally iden-
tical with the same surface preparation, since any difference
would generate a galvanic couple, accelerating the oxidation
of the more active electrode [84, 85]. In a tribocorrosion test,
however, the electrodes are identical right until sliding wear
process is initiated.Oncewear is generated, the removal of the
passive layermakes the worn electrodemore active compared
to the undamaged one. Therefore, the mechanical activation
leads to galvanic coupling between the worn (anode) and
unworn (cathode) electrodes.The latter acts as the cathode of
the reaction, accelerating the corrosion-wear process on the
worn sample [3, 40, 86, 88].

Sometimes, the different electrochemical characteristics
presented in nominally identical electrodes generate asym-
metry between them. In order to assess this drawback, several
researchers have used asymmetric electrodes intentionally,

measuring the electrochemical noise and studying the elec-
trochemical processes taking place just in one of the working
electrodes. For this purpose, platinum microcathodes have
been widely used [40, 84, 86]. The configuration is schemat-
ically represented in Figure 11(b). The platinum microelec-
trode area must be small enough to avoid polarization of the
working electrode, ensuring that the tribocorrosion process is
not accelerated, and thus, current variations registered are the
result of the mechanically influenced electrochemical pro-
cess. Therefore, the electrochemical noise registered mainly
belongs to the worn working electrode.

Figure 12 shows the response of current and potential
before, during, and after slidingmeasured by electrochemical
noise technique for a bare and duplex treated (plasma
nitriding and deposition of CrN coatings) AISI 304 stainless
steel in a Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS) [89]. In this
study, the working electrode was coupled with a platinum
microcathode through a ZRA.

4.4.1. Tribocorrosion Assessment by Electrochemical Noise
Technique. Some investigators have used the above-
mentioned configurations to evaluate the tribocorrosion
behaviour of passive materials using the electrochemical
noise technique. In these tests, the shifts in current
and potential signals due to the sliding process are
simultaneously registered. Several authors have also
performed potentiodynamic tests in addition to EN
measurements.

Galliano et al. (2001) [88] connected two identical work-
ing electrodes to a ZRA and performed the wear test on
one of them. A reference electrode was used to measure the
open circuit potential of the worn sample. The two originally
identical samples became significantly different once a wear
process started, generating galvanic corrosion between the
two samples which, in turn, accelerated the tribocorrosion
process. In one of the test configurations employed by Salasi
et al. (2015) [90], they used the ZRA setup, coupling the test
sample galvanically to a nominally identical electrode, and
recording the current difference between the two samples.
They observed an increase in the current and a cathodic shift
of the free potential with the onset of abrasive particles to the
sample. Thus, it was confirmed that the amount of current
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Figure 12: Potential and current response measured by electrochemical noise technique on (a) AISI 304 stainless steel and (b) duplex treated
304 against corundum in HBSS. In both cases, the potential decreases and the current increases during sliding, as a consequence of removing
the passive layer and exposing the bare material to electrolyte [89].

discharge for this contact configuration was proportional
to the number of particles that could successfully disrupt
the passive film. Stachowiak et al. (2015) [9] studied the
three-body abrasion-corrosion using several electrochemical
techniques, discussing the benefits and limitations of each
technique. They used two different methods based on mea-
suring the EN: monitoring the galvanic current and potential
noise of a freely corroding metal connecting two nominally
identical electrodes and monitoring the current noise at an
imposed anodic potential.

In order to avoid the asymmetry generated in the identical
electrodes by the action of wear, Wu and Celis (2004) [86]
coupled the working electrode to a platinummicroelectrode.
The microelectrode was used to record current variations
during fretting experiments resulting from modifying the
working electrode induced by sliding. This configuration
allowed both potential and current responses to be measured
during a fretting corrosion test, without accelerating the
corrosion-wear of the testedmaterials.Therefore, the electro-
chemical noise technique was found to be useful to identify
and/or unravel materials modification processes taking place
during corrosion-wear sliding tests on passivating materials.

Several investigations have therefore been made by con-
necting the working electrode to a platinum microelectrode
through the ZRA [28, 91–93]. Quan et al. (2006) [94]
evaluated the corrosion-wear of TiN coated AISI 316 stainless
steel in sulphuric acid solution and found that the corrosion-
wear mechanism of the coatings depended on their substrate
properties. They affirmed that the EN technique was a
promising on-linemonitoring tool that allowed delamination
of a coating to be detected, since the interface between
the coating and the substrate could be detected sensitively.
Berradja et al. (2006) [95] used in situ electrochemical noise
measurements to investigate the dependence of tribocor-
rosion on applied normal force and sliding velocity. The
increase in the normal force and sliding velocity was found

to induce an increase in the current and a decrease in the
potential, accelerating the depassivation rate of the tested
materials. From the electrochemical noise registered during
tribocorrosion tests, A. de Frutos et al. (2010) [89] observed
the activation of the worn surface when sliding started, and
they attributed local current and potential variations during
the steady-state phase to the oxide removal and repassivation
process taking place in the wear track (Figure 12).

In an attempt to overcome a major drawback of ZRA
measurements, i.e., the loop back effect of current lines that
do not go through the ZRA apparatus but remain confined
to the working electrode, Silva et al. (2011) [96] suggested a
new test configuration.This setup consisted of exposing only
the wear track to the electrolyte, by covering the working
electrode with an insulating polymer film. Besides, they used
a cylinder of the same material concentrically placed just
above the working electrode. With this configuration, most
of the cathodic current was forced to flow through the ZRA,
since the WE acted as a continuously depassivated anode.
With this setup, the load increase was found to increase the
anodic current between the working and counterelectrode,
which remained passive and reduced the potential.

Espallargas et al. (2013) [97] proposed a new experi-
mental technique based on galvanic current and potential
measurements through a ZRA, for quantifying the electrode
potential and the anodic current inside the wear track during
rubbing at OCP. The proposed experimental setup allowed
them, for the first time, to determine the electrochemical
conditions inside the wear track, i.e., electrode potential and
anodic current. This was achieved by physically separating
the cathode from the anode (wear track), by using two
working electrodes: a coated steel sample where just the
wear track was exposed to the electrolyte and an uncoated
steel sample acting as the unworn area (Figure 13). The
experimental setup was found to be suitable as a quantitative
tool to determine both galvanic coupling parameters during
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Figure 13: Left: schematic of the electrochemical setup used by Espallargas et al. [97] connecting the uncoated sample (unworn surface) and
coated sample (wear track) through a ZRA. Right: potential and current evolution for a Ti6Al4V rubbed against an Al2O3 ball at 540 MPa in
artificial saliva, obtained by Licausi et al. [98] using this setup. The experimental results and the simulated values.

tribocorrosion at OCP and the wear-accelerated corrosion.
Based on the electrochemical technique and configuration
proposed by Espallargas and coworkers [97], Licausi et al.
(2015) [98] studied the tribocorrosion of Ti6Al4V biomedical
alloy in artificial saliva at open circuit potential, measuring
the galvanic potential and current between the wear track
(anode) and the passive material (cathode). They could
accurately simulate the current and potential during wear
with the galvanic coupling model for tribocorrosion, which
is based on the cathodic reaction kinetics (Figure 13).

Finally, a totally different configuration was used by
Bryant et al. (2014) [99], who connected two working elec-
trodes made of two different materials to investigate the
galvanic coupling.They connected both electrodes through a
ZRA, to measure the current flowing between the two mate-
rials. Galvanic coupling was found to significantly increase
both pure wear and the wear-enhanced corrosion.

5. Standardized Tribocorrosion Test Produces

Although abrasion-corrosion and erosion-corrosion mech-
anisms of metals were described during the 1980s, no tri-
bocorrosion mechanism in sliding contacts was proposed

until the 1990s [3]. The tribocorrosion mechanisms have
been evaluated through different approaches: synergistic,
mechanistic, third-body, and nanochemical wear approaches
[3]. In 1994,Madsen developed a standard guide to determine
the synergism between wear and corrosion [6].This is known
as the synergistic approach, where the material loss is the
sum of the material loss due to corrosion, the material loss
due to wear, and a synergetic component. In order to assess
some drawbacks of the synergistic approach collected in the
ASTM G119 standard reported by some authors [3, 12, 13,
38], a test procedure based on the mechanistic approach
was developed. According to this approach, the material
loss due tribocorrosion is considered to be composed of
two main contributions: anodic dissolution and mechanical
removal of material. This test procedure was standardized
in 2016 as a UNE 112086 standard [14]. The third-body
approach in tribocorrosion was proposed by Mischler, et
al. in 2001 [22], based on the third-body concept defined
by Godet [100] in 1984 for dry sliding contacts. In this
approach, the metal volume loss due to tribocorrosion is
the sum of three contributions, namely, the mechanically
detached material (abrasion, adhesion, or delamination), the
chemically removed material (metal ions dissolved in the
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electrolyte), and the metal oxidized to form the passive film.
In turn, the metal particles in the track can be ejected from
the contact, oxidized, or smeared and transferred to the
metal surface. Finally, the most recent nanochemical wear
approach considers subsurface deformation of thematerial in
the contact under the mechanical solicitations. In dry sliding
contacts, the plastic deformation leads to formation and
movement of dislocations, leading to a recrystallization of the
material and the modification of the mechanical behaviour
in the contact [3, 101, 102]. In this section, the synergistic
and mechanistic approaches collected in the ASMTG119 and
UNE 112086 standards are explained in detail.

5.1. Wear and Corrosion Synergism Evaluation Procedure
(ASTM G119). From approximately 1980 onwards, many
researchers studied the synergism between wear and corro-
sion [4]. In 1981, Kim et al. (1981) [103] studied the synergism
by examining the effect of load on the open circuit potential.
It was found that wear increased the corrosion rate of passive
materials, in environments and conditions inwhich themate-
rial loss due to pure corrosion was negligible in the absence
of wear. The potential shifted to more active values and the
current increased during sliding, indicating the increase in
the kinetics of corrosion processes. Batchelor et al. (1988)
[104] saw that the synergism of abrasion-corrosion was four
times the corrosion rate even with negligible abrasion. Barker
and Ball (1989) [105] observed that abrasion accelerated
material degradation by removing the corrosion products or
protective layer formed on top of the material and exposing
the bare material to the corrosive environment. Kotlyar et
al. (1988) [106] found that the magnitude of the synergistic
effect between abrasion and corrosion was considerable,
even when the influence of corrosion was small. Further-
more, they observed that the total abrasive-corrosive wear
increased with increasing applied load, abrasive hardness,
and decreasing solution pH. After several previous studies,
Madsen [4, 107, 108] developed a standard guide in 1994 [6],
to quantify the synergism between wear and corrosion. The
ASTM standard consisted of four tests where the mechanical
and electrochemical conditions were modified: corrosion
only, wear only, and a combination of corrosion and wear.

According to the standard, the total material loss (T) cor-
responds to the total degradation due to wear and corrosion,
i.e., tribocorrosion.The term includes the contributions from
mechanical wear, corrosion dissolution, and the interaction
between them and can be defined as follows:

𝑇 = 𝑊0 + 𝐶0 + 𝑆 (2)

with 𝑊0 being the rate of material loss in the absence of
corrosion, 𝐶0 the electrochemical corrosion rate when no
mechanical wear is applied, and S the synergetic component.

Since wear affects corrosion, and corrosion affects wear,
the synergetic component can be further divided into two
components, namely, the increase in the mechanical wear
due to corrosion (Δ𝑊𝑐) and the increase in corrosion due to
mechanical wear (Δ𝐶𝑤):

𝑆 = Δ𝑊𝑐 + Δ𝐶𝑤, (3)

where Δ𝑊𝑐 and Δ𝐶𝑤 can be calculated as follows:

Δ𝑊𝑐 = 𝑊𝑐 −𝑊0 (4)

Δ𝐶𝑤 = 𝐶𝑤 − 𝐶0 (5)

with 𝑊𝑐 being the total wear component of T and 𝐶𝑤 the
electrochemical corrosion during corrosive wear.

The above-mentioned parameters can be calculated, as
specified in the ASTM G119 standard, as follows:

(i) T is material loss after a corrosion-wear test at open
circuit potential.

(ii) 𝑊0 can be obtained from the material loss after a
wear test in the absence of corrosion. For this aim,
the sample must be cathodically polarized one volt
with respect to the free corrosion potential, so that
corrosion is inhibited.

(iii) 𝐶𝑤 is calculated from the corrosion current obtained
in a potentiodynamic polarization test under
mechanical wear, by using Faraday’s law (Eq. (1)).

(iv) 𝐶0 is calculated similarly to 𝐶𝑤 from the corrosion
current obtained from a potentiodynamic polariza-
tion test without mechanical wear.

Finally, the standard defines three dimensionless factors to
describe the degree of wear-corrosion synergism:

(i) The total synergism factor: 𝑇
(𝑇 − 𝑆)

(6)

(ii) The corrosion augmentation factor:
(𝐶0 + Δ𝐶𝑤)

𝐶0
(7)

(iii) The wear augmentation factor:
(𝑊0 + Δ𝑊𝑐)

𝑊0
(8)

Figure 14 shows a graphic representation of the synergetic
contributions of wear and corrosion on an AISI 304 stainless
steel in seawater under different applied loads [30], obtained
according to the ASTM G119 standard.

5.1.1. Tribocorrosion Studies Performed with the ASTM G119
Procedure. TheASTMG119 standard has been widely used to
quantify the synergism of a large number of materials in dif-
ferent environments [33, 34, 109–117]. Neville and Hu (2001)
[118] performed erosion-corrosion tests and observed that the
resistance to material loss did not increase with the increase
in hardness of the studied alloy, since corrosion was found to
have an important synergistic effect on erosion. Following the
Standard procedure, Gant et al. (2004) [119] obtained a syner-
gistic component that was larger than the material loss due to
pure corrosion and pure wear only, by an order of magnitude.
Thakare et al. (2007) [120] performed abrasion-corrosion
tests and obtained negative synergism. They attributed this
effect to the surface chemistry modification effects such as
passive film formation or depletion of most active surface
compositions in contact with the electrolyte, which lowered
abrasion due to corrosion. Lu et al. (2011) [121] investigated
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Figure 14: Synergetic contributions of mechanical wear and corrosion to each other and total material loss for a AISI 304 stainless steel at
various applied loads in artificial seawater [30].

the synergism of mechanical and electrochemical factors in
erosion-corrosion and observed that the synergism resulted
mainly from corrosion-enhanced erosion. Yue Zhang et al.
(2014) [30] investigated the influence of microstructure evo-
lution on tribocorrosion of a 304 stainless steel, and the wear-
corrosion synergistic degree was found to be dependent on
the characteristics of microstructural evolution. Hardening
of the steel due to plastic deformation, by both twinning and
friction-induced martensite formation, led to enhanced wear
resistance but, in turn, the galvanic corrosion of the thus-
formed martensite led to a decrease in the surface hardness
(corrosion-accelerated wear). Abedini and Ghasemi (2014)
[122] performed erosion-corrosion tests and evaluated the
synergism at different impingement angles. They observed
that the higher rates corresponded to an angle of 40∘, and the
total synergistic effect was mainly an effect of corrosion on
erosion.

Several authors have used this protocol to build wear-
corrosion maps, which helped to evaluate the influence of
different variables. Bello et al. (2007) [123] investigated the

synergistic effects of abrasion and corrosion and developed
a mechanistic abrasion-corrosion map to establish the influ-
ence between abrasion and corrosion processes. Stack et
al. (2011) [124] performed microabrasion corrosion tests to
evaluate the effect of load and solution pH and constructed
synergism maps showing transitions between microabrasion
and corrosion regimes, as a function of load and solution pH.

5.2. Tribocorrosion Test Procedure for Passive Materials (UNE
112086:2016). In spite of growing interest and enhancement
of electrochemical techniques, there was no standardized
testingmethodology for tribocorrosion evaluation until 2016.
The only existing standard was the ASTM G119 [6], which
describes amethod to determine the synergism betweenwear
and corrosion.However, different approacheswere developed
to evaluate the tribocorrosion behaviour of passive materials,
in order to assess some drawbacks of the ASTM standard,
reported by some authors [3, 12, 13, 38]. Based on the test
procedures suggested by several researchers, a new standard
was developed in 2016.The ASTM [6] standard involves wear
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testing under anodic and cathodic polarization, whereas the
new UNE 112086 [14] standard comprises wear tests at open
circuit potential.

As reported by several authors [3, 12, 13, 38], the main
shortcoming of the ASTM G119 standard is that the method-
ology employed does not separate measurements of the
different contributions to the total material loss. According
to the ASTM standard, material loss due to wear is obtained
by performing sliding tests at cathodic potentials, where cor-
rosion is negligible.However, thematerial lossmeasured does
not necessarily represent the real conditions correctly since,
in the absence of corrosion, the contribution of corrosion
products to the mechanical response of the surface cannot be
considered, as explained by Diomidis and coworkers [10, 12].
Furthermore, Akonko et al. (2005) [125] demonstrated that
the wear volume depended on the cathodic potential selected
and could vary by an order ofmagnitude due to the sensitivity
to hydrogen embrittlement of the metal. On the other hand,
the standard does not consider the galvanic couple generated
between the worn and unworn areas during sliding either.
Another considerable drawback, according to Diomidis et al.
[10, 12], is that the standard does not provide information on
the different processes that might take place in the different
parts of the wear track, since it does not consider the different
processes occurring within the wear track.

The protocol suggested in the UNE standard to assess the
shortcomings of the ASTM standard can be used to identify
and quantify the different mechanisms leading to material
loss, i.e., mechanical and electrochemical mechanisms. Fur-
thermore, it can also be used to identify the origin of material
loss from different parts of the wear track, that is, from the
active areas and partially or fully repassivated areas inside the
track [3, 12, 13, 38].

The new approach consists of a series of successive steps
during which essential data on tribocorrosion behaviour of
materials is acquired:

(1) Open circuit potential registration until reaching a
steady state

(2) Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy: after
a stable potential is reached, an electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy measurement is performed
in OCP conditions. The polarization resistance (𝑅𝑝)
value obtained from this measurement is then used
to calculate the corrosion current density (𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠) of
the passivated material as follows:

𝑟𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 𝑅𝑝.𝐴0 (9)

𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠 =
𝐵

𝑟𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠
(10)

where 𝑟𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠 is the specific polarization resistance of the
passive material, A0 the exposed surface area, and B a
constant with typical values between 13 and 15 mV for
metallic materials.

(3) First sliding wear test: the next step consists of deter-
mining the corrosion rate of the depassivatedmaterial

inside the wear track. For this purpose, a sliding wear
test should be performed in order to remove the
passive layer and keep the material in the wear track
in a continuous active state. The time between two
successive contact events during sliding (𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑡) needs to
be low enough to avoid passivation of the material in
the wear track. The potential is registered during the
sliding process, and the stable potential during sliding
(𝐸𝑠𝑜𝑐) is calculated. This potential is a mixed potential
resulting from the galvanic coupling of the active and
passive areas.

(4) Second sliding wear test and second EIS -
measurement: the effect of sliding on the corrosion
resistance can be evaluated by performing an EIS
measurement during sliding, once the sliding steady
state has been achieved. In order to assure the stable
state during sliding, some researchers have registered
the EIS data by imposing a fixed potential on the
system, which corresponds to the average potential
value during sliding (𝐸𝑠𝑜𝑐) calculated in the previous
step. The polarization resistance during sliding
(𝑅𝑝𝑠) obtained is a combination of two polarization
resistances, namely, the resistances corresponding to
the active (𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡) and passive areas (𝑅𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠):

1

𝑅𝑝𝑠
=
1

𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡
+
1

𝑅𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠
(11)

𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡 =
𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡
𝐴𝑎𝑐𝑡

(12)

𝑅𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠 =
𝑟𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠
𝐴0 − 𝐴𝑎𝑐𝑡

. (13)

Since rpass is known from (9), ract can be calculated as
follows:

𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡 =
𝐴 𝑡𝑟.𝑅𝑝𝑠.𝑟𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠

𝑟𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠−𝑅𝑝𝑠. (𝐴0 − 𝐴𝑎𝑐𝑡)
. (14)

The corrosion current density of the active material
(iact) can be obtained from the next equation:

𝑖𝑎𝑐𝑡 =
𝐵

𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡
. (15)

This test procedure can be used to quantify the reduction
in the corrosion resistance of the studied material during
sliding, by comparing the polarization resistances from the
EIS data obtained before and during sliding.

Thematerial loss due to corrosion in thewear track (𝑊𝑐𝑎𝑐𝑡)
can be calculated using Faraday’s law:

𝑊𝑐𝑎𝑐𝑡 = 𝑖𝑎𝑐𝑡.𝐴𝑎𝑐𝑡.
𝑀

𝑛.𝐹.𝜌
𝑁.𝑡𝑙𝑎𝑡, (16)

with𝑀 being themolecularweight, 𝑛 the number of electrons
involved in the anodic process, 𝜌 the density, and 𝐹 the
Faraday constant (96500 C). N corresponds to the number
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Figure 15: Left: evolution of continuous (tlat=0) and intermittent (tlat=4.5s and tlat=49.5s) potential for an AISI 316 stainless steel in 0.5M
H2SO4 at a rotation period (trot) of 0.5s. Right: contribution of the tribocorrosion components to the total volumetric material loss at the
different latency times [13].

of cycles and 𝑡𝑙𝑎𝑡 is the latency time of the sliding test.
The material loss due to wear and corrosion (𝑊𝑡𝑟) can be
obtained from the volume of the wear track generated after
the tribocorrosion test. Finally, the material loss due to
mechanical wear in the wear track (𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑡) can be calculated
from the following equation:

𝑊𝑡𝑟 = 𝑊
𝑐
𝑎𝑐𝑡 +𝑊

𝑚
𝑎𝑐𝑡. (17)

In the case of intermittent sliding,𝑊𝑡𝑟 is expressed as the sum
of components related to both passive and active areas present
in the wear track:

𝑊𝑡𝑟 = 𝑊
𝑐
𝑎𝑐𝑡 +𝑊

𝑚
𝑎𝑐𝑡 +𝑊

𝑐
𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠 +𝑊

𝑚
𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠 (18)

with 𝑊𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠 and 𝑊
𝑚
𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠 being the material loss of the

repassivated material in the wear track due to corrosion and
mechanical wear, respectively. 𝑊𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠 is calculated similarly
to𝑊𝑐𝑎𝑐𝑡 in (16), but for the repassivated area

𝑊𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠 = 𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠.𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠.
𝑀

𝑛𝐹𝜌
.𝑁.𝑡𝑙𝑎𝑡. (19)

Finally, 𝑊𝑚𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠 is obtained from (18), once the other values
are known.

5.2.1. Tribocorrosion Studies Performed with the UNE 112086
Procedure. In 2009, Diomidis et al. proposed a testing pro-
tocol [12] to assess the drawbacks of the preexisting ASTM
standard. Several studies have been performed following this
procedure, before it was standardized in 2016 (UNE 112086).
In 2010, they investigated the tribocorrosion of an AISI 316
stainless steel in a diluted sulphuric acid solution [13]. They
applied the protocol in order to determine the contribu-
tions of the different mechanical and corrosive components
involved in material loss (Figure 15). They also quantified
the synergism between wear and corrosion by calculating the

corrosion current density from the polarization resistance
values obtained in the impedance measurements. V. Saenz de
Viteri et al. (2015) [126] studied the tribocorrosion behaviour
of a Ti6Al4V alloy with several Ti-C-N coatings in simu-
lated body fluids and found that the coating provided the
system with improved performance against tribocorrosion
and fretting. Lucia Mendizabal et al. (2015) [73] studied the
tribocorrosion response of a multilayer TaN film deposited
on titanium alloy in simulated body fluids. The corrosion
resistance of the coatings was found to decrease during
sliding, and the wear rate was observed to improve compared
with the uncoated titanium alloy. Fatma Ben Saada et al.
(2015) [127] investigated the tribocorrosion behaviour of an
AISI 304L stainless steel in a mixture of olive pomace and
tap water filtrate, by performing both continuous and inter-
mittent sliding tests. They observed that the damage caused
by tribocorrosion was more noticeable under intermittent
sliding, due to the partially active state of the wear track, since
it was constantly being passivated and repassivated. They
[128] also studied the improvement of the tribocorrosion
properties for the alloy by using severe shot peening.

6. Tribocorrosion Modelling

Development of theoretical models to predict the material
loss due to the synergistic effect of wear and corrosion has
been of great interest over the last two decades. However,
the implication of different influencing parameters in tri-
bocorrosion systems hinders the postulation of models. In
1998, Mischler et al. [129] developed a model to describe the
effect of mechanical and material parameters on the wear-
assisted corrosion rate of passive metals in two-body sliding
contacts. They considered the effect of normal load and the
passivation rate of the materials. Mischler et al. [129] and
Landolt et al. [8] correlated the passivation charge density and
the depassivation rate. Several models have been proposed
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thenceforth, and some of the most recent ones are compiled
in this section.

Jiang et al. (2002) [130] developed a model to describe
interactions between wear and corrosion in sliding contacts.
They incorporated different factors such as experimental and
environmental conditions and material properties. In 2006,
Jiang and Stack (2006) [131] proposed mechanisms for wear
debris generation and validated the mathematical models
which were developed, based on the proposed mechanisms.
In 2010, von der Ohe et al. (2010) [132] developed a model to
describe the multidegradation mechanism of tribocorrosion
and static and cyclic fatigue taking place in a piston rod.
In 2012, Papageorgiou and Mischler (2012) [133] suggested a
quantitative galvanic coupling model that predicted poten-
tial evolution during tribocorrosion. Cao and coworkers
developed [134] a predictive model considering the mechan-
ical wear, wear-accelerated corrosion, and hydrodynamic
lubrication applied to metal-on-metal implants. The model
predictions were found to be consistent with tribocorrosion
tests [135] and simulator results [136]. Recently, A. Dalmau
et al. (2018) [137] developed a numerical contact model
based on a Boundary Element Method (BEM) to describe
the contact pressure distribution and quantification of the
worn material as a function of time, taking into account the
plastic behaviour of the material during the first cycles. They
validated the model for a AISI 316L steel in a NaCl solution.

7. Conclusions and Future Perspective

A great number of studies have been carried out to assess
the tribocorrosion behaviour of passive materials in order
to get a closer insight into the mechanisms of this complex
phenomenon. For this purpose, electrochemical techniques
have been combined in different ways leading to several
test procedures. This work compiles different test procedures
and a combination of electrochemical techniques used by
noteworthy researchers to assess tribocorrosion behaviour of
passive materials. A brief explanation of the electrochemical
techniques and studies made by tribocorrosion researchers
has also been provided.

The early tribocorrosion studies were performed by
combining potentiodynamic and potentiostatic polarization
techniques, and they were focused on understanding the for-
mation of the passive film and its behaviour under corrosion-
wear solicitations. Other widely employed procedures com-
bine open circuit potential and electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy measurements. Electrochemical noise tech-
nique has been employed in more recent researches. Unlike
polarization techniques, open circuit potential, and electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy, no standard procedure
has been developed by considering this technique so far.
Electrochemical noise has been proven to be effective when
evaluating tribocorrosion without externally disturbing the
system. This technique provides information on both the
corrosion potential and current variations taking place as a
consequence of sliding. Besides, the configuration proposed
by some researches [96–98] allows the worn and unworn
areas to be physically separated. Hence, it could be interesting

to run further analysis on the effectiveness of this technique
with such a novel configuration and even standardize the
procedure.

In the same vein, the standardization of an acceptable
test procedure is a major concern for tribocorrosionists.
Current standards can be used to characterise and evaluate
tribocorrosion of passive materials, but there are still sev-
eral drawbacks that have drawn criticism and disagreement
among experts in the field. Until 2016, the only existing
standard for tribocorrosion tests was the ASTM G119, which
can be used to appraise the synergism between wear and cor-
rosion. The synergistic approach focuses on the dependence
of wear and corrosion but does not provide information
on the nature of the interactions. A mechanistic approach
was developed to overcome these shortcomings, and the
test procedure was standardized in 2016. The UNE 112086
standard can be used to evaluate the combined action of
wear and corrosion, taking into consideration the galvanic
couple generated between the worn and unworn areas.
This approach quantifies the mechanical and electrochemical
contributions to material loss. However, there is no direct
way to determine the mechanical contribution to material
loss in the track, and it has commonly been calculated by
subtracting the chemical contribution to the total material
loss, as specified in (17). In turn, the selection of the oxi-
dation state (n number) in (16) to calculate the chemical
contribution has been found to affect the results considerably
[8, 18, 21, 89]. In cases where the valence of oxidation
products varies with the applied potential or for alloys, the
value of n is uncertain, and detailed surface analysis such
as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy should be employed to
determine it [3]. On the other hand, wear and corrosion
are not independent processes, although they interact with
each other, and calculating these two contributions alone is
not enough to describe the tribocorrosion process in sliding
contacts. Generation of the third-body particles and their
effect during rubbing must be considered, since they play an
important role. This debris can aggravate the extent of wear
by acting as abrasives, or they can form a lubricating layer
reducing the friction [8, 9, 17–19]. In this regard, the third-
body approach considers the behaviour of these particles
in the contact, but no understanding on the formation,
transformation, and ejection is provided [3]. Finally, the
microstructural transformations taking place in the contacts
under the applied mechanical solicitations should also been
considered, as proposed in the nanochemical wear approach.
Therefore, one of the most significant challenges in the field
is developing amore accurate tribocorrosionmechanism that
considers all the aspects mentioned above that could allow
the phenomenon to be predicted. Furthermore, the need
for standardized test equipment is also a drawback in the
advance of the knowledge generation process, since the lack
of a reliable apparatus leads to discrepancies in the results and
how they are interpreted.

Another challenge in the study of tribocorrosion to be
addressed is adapting test procedures for passive materials
to assessment of tribocorrosion in active materials. Unlike
passive materials, active materials do not generate a pro-
tective oxide layer on the surface when in contact with a
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corrosive media. On the contrary, the oxide layer in the
surface is rather porous with low adherence. Therefore, the
material loss is a consequence not only of wear and corrosion
processes taking place in the wear track, but also of pure
corrosion in the unworn surface. Tribocorrosion of passive
materials has been widely studied, whereas the response of
active materials is less documented. Recently, A. López et al.
(2015) [138] studied the tribocorrosion behaviour of High-
Strength Low-Alloyed (HSLA) steels in synthetic seawater
by means of potentiodynamic and potentiostatic polariza-
tion techniques and evaluated the wear-corrosion synergism
according to the ASTM G119 standard. In a following study,
A. López-Ortega et al. (2018) [139] evaluated the effect of
temperature on the tribocorrosion ofHSLA steels in synthetic
seawater, using a test protocol based on the UNE 112086
standard. The results showed that, unlike the observation
for passive materials, sliding resulted in a potential shift
towards more positive values and a current shift to more
negative values. The material in the wear track was found
to be more cathodic than the unworn surface, and thus,
the galvanic couple generated between worn and unworn
areas promoted the corrosion of the unworn surface. This
opposing behaviour of active materials compared to passive
alloys demonstrates the need to develop a test protocol to
evaluate the tribocorrosion behaviour of active materials.
Furthermore, since the unworn area is actively corroding
during immersion tests, the methods currently used to
quantify mechanical and electrochemical process contribu-
tions to the total material loss in passive materials are not
appropriate. A closer understanding on the tribocorrosion
degradation mechanism of active metals and alloys could
provide better awareness of the use of these materials, with
or without protective coatings, in order to enlarge their
useful life in applications where passive materials are not
suitable for use, i.e., higher costs and lower mechanical
properties.
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